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The walking dead season 10 series finale

For those who feared that Fear the Walking Dead would be an uneventful slog after a slower-than-usual 90-minute premiere, these concerns were likely to be put to rest during the spinoff's second episode, So Close, Yet Until Now. Within an hour, the city of Los Angeles went quietly terrified over a series of unexplained events of inflated unrest and chaos. By the end of the
episode, all our heroes were encountered zombies, caught up in protests, and/or made plans to escape the desert. How quickly will events take place, how long will it take for modern L.A. to become the apocalyptic wasteland of the Walking Dead? When is the fear of the Walking Dead Season 1 finale? The prequel series has taken a page from its predecessor book, debuting a
short freshman season in just six episodes. It's just enough time to introduce viewers to the world of the show, tease them with some exciting action, and leave them salivating more. Two episodes have already been released in five (and one week away from Labor Day), which means Fear will scare us for the last time on Oct. 4 - Just in time for season 6 of TWD's premiere a week
later, oct. 11.In meanwhile, here's a list of seven things that will surely need to happen before Fear gives his last scare in four weeks.1. The collapse of government Given that Rick Grimes was probably only in his coma for four or five weeks, society must have collapsed pretty quickly so that the world would have deteriorated as it was when he woke up. This raises an important
question: How did this happen? How did the U.S. military be over-shifted by mindless corpses for over a month? What happened to the police, emergency services personnel and government officials? It's hard to imagine the United States falling apart so fast, even in front of a zombie plague.2. ExplanationTWD writer and fear creator Robert Kirkman has already announced that
the spinoff is not directly responding to a question about how the zombie outbreak began - but it's certainly not going to stop the audience from asking. It just seems silly to create a prequel and then not answer one of the most important questions, does it? But while Fear may have already given enough clues to come up with some compelling theories, it would be nice to see the
series at least drop some specific clues... even if the exact origin has never been scientifically proven.3. Urban Terror Five years, we have been watching Rick &amp; Co. tromp around the southern desert, but occasionally forays into downtown Atlanta for a change of pace. So when the thought of escaping into the desert was floating in the second episode, I moaned. Instead of
another show of characters fighting zombies in the desert, it would be better for Fear to curb themselves in claustrophobic environs in downtown Los Angeles. This visual aesthetic would separate it from its mother's series and could make for some interesting abandoned buildings and canyoning streets.4. In Creative Kills Several months after the initial outbreak, walking corpses
have begun to seriously fall apart, giving the TWD production team a free reign to craft the most distorted, spooky zombies imatable. Zombies in fear are fresher, which means they are inherently less interesting in terms of design and makeup effects. Writers should make up for that having characters kill walking dead in an increasingly creative way. It's also reasonable, because in
the early days of the apocalypse, people would experiment with the best ways to kill the undead. (On TWD, everyone already knows that a bullet, arrow or knife in the head is the fastest and purest way to send a walker.) 5. Great DeathS Of course, it wouldn't be a spinoff of TWD if there weren't some big-nature deaths in stock. So far, only small characters like Alicia's boyfriend
and Madison's boss have been knocked out of the bucket. There must be at least one big character dead before these six episodes to let viewers know that no one is safe. Maybe a Ned Stark-like death from a middle-father figure? (Bye, Travis.) Or the shocking murder of an innocent young woman like Beth? (Watch out, Alicia.) As long as they don't kill Tobias. This boy deserves
to live.6. With more Fear Show words of fear in their titles, there's been a glaring lack of that particular emotion in two episodes so far. There's been a lot of family drama, a couple of exciting action sequences, and some tension as the city is divided into chaos - but hardly any outright fear. This show needs some truly scary sequences to cement its place in TV horror history. Think
raptors in the kitchen scene in Jurassic Park, only zombies instead of dinosaurs. Something that makes us sit on the edge of our seats and get the lights out.7. In terms of PurposeOut of all horror sub-genres, zombie movies are perhaps the most consistently rife metaphor. The walking dead can come to symbolize so many different things, from our culture's frenzied obsession
with consumerism (Dawn of the Dead) to our country's ugly history of overseas occupation (28 weeks later). The Walking Dead has struggled with its allegorical importance at times, although at its best, it is a compelling exploration of human nature and the flaws inherent in our social structures. So far, Fear's raison d'être seems to be all afloat: show TWD fans how the zombie
apocalypse began. And while it may be interesting for a while, it's not enough to sustain the show in the long run. We all know what happens when a prequel focuses too carefully on one central issue, like How did Anakin Skywalker become Darth Vader? for no deeper reason. Fear must develop your identity and purpose separately from your mother's series, stat. In pictures: Giphy
(7) for the seventh season of the premiere of The Walking Dead undoubtedly, one of the most unforgettable episodes in the series' history. Controversial, polarizing and explosively violent, it sets a tone that would prove relatively uneven in the first half of AMC's most popular show. With the series due back in February, the Walking Dead creators have always been pretty tight-
lipped as much as what we expected to see in the future. But we've been lucky enough to pick up some clues about what the second half of Season 7 is like. [Update, 2/3/17: Added trailer for Season 7 mid-season premiere, above.] Negan Won't Die in The Walking Dead's Negan | AMC No doubt Negan has been the dominant force so far in Season 7. Although he has appeared
in only a handful of episodes, his ruthlessness has cast a completely different tone throughout the series. So it shouldn't be a surprise to know that we can expect to see quite a bit more of him for the rest of the season. AMC recently announced that Jeffrey Dean Morgan, who plays the brutal head of Saviors, will return to The Walking Dead season 8. So anyone who hoped that
the new big bad would bite the dust sometime soon should adjust their expectations accordingly. We don't know how long Negan will keep power over Daryl, Rick, Hilltop, and the rest of them - but we do know that almost everyone who has played an important role this season is looking to take him down. Another enemy could be on the horizon for the Walking Dead | AMC This is
getting crowded on The Walking Dead these days. With groups based in Alexandria, Hilltop, Kingdom, Sanctuary, and now even Oceanside, there are plenty of people to follow. Looks like we're going to meet at least one more group before we get to the 7th. And they will definitely shake things up for everyone. The Whisperers are another group of survivors from robert kirkman's
comic book, led by the cold and calculating Alpha and his right hand. From their protective equipment (zombie skin!) to their preference for decapitating their enemies, they have developed some spooky and unusual methods to survive the zombie apocalypse. We don't have a place to show up. But promotional material for Season 7 has shown that it's all but a sure bet we'll meet
them pretty soon. It's going to be a much different vibe to The Walking Dead's Rick Grimes | AMC If you've felt like The Walking Dead's seventh season is frustrating, you're not alone. Many fans have complained that the series has become too much of a downer, and that may be part of the reason why the series has seen its ratings take a pretty big dive. But not to be afraid - the
series' showrunner, Scott Gimple, has promised that the second half of Season 7 will have a very different vibe. In ComicBook.com interview, he noted that the first part of the season ends on a different note than it started. Although it is too to know exactly what he thinks, that it is safe to assume that Rick, Maggie, Ezekiel, and the rest of the characters will eventually begin to fight
against Negan's oppressive regime. And this action alone could inject a series of some much-needed energy. The War is coming for Rick Grimes (Andrew Lincoln), Michonne (Danai Gurira), Aaron (Ross Marquand) and Tara Chambler (Alanna Masterson) in episode 9 | Photo Gene Page/AMC Thanks to the official synopsis and some new images released by AMC, we now have
a better idea of what to expect in the second half of season 7. One of the newly published images can be seen above; the rest can be viewed here. Here's a review: The first half of Season 7 saw Rick (Andrew Lincoln) and a group of broken Negan (Jeffrey Dean Morgan), forced to fall into his will and cruelly convinced to live by his rules. The second half of the season will focus on
preparing for the war and collecting equipment and numbers to take out Negan once and for all. Rick's group will find out once again that the world isn't what they thought. It's a lot bigger than anything they've seen so far. Although they have a singular goal - defeating Negan - it doesn't come easy. More importantly, victory requires more than Alexandria. They need numbers from
Kingdom and Hilltop, but like how Rick felt, Ezekiel (Khary Payton) and Gregory (Xander Berkeley) don't want bloodshed. To convince them otherwise it takes more than speeches. The lengths Rick and the group have to go to find weapons, food and new fighters is nothing more than remarkable. We meet new survivors in incredible places. We see Rick and the group tested in
ways we've never seen before. We see betrayal from people we trust. Rick is confident because he sees his group and many others in the band with a common goal of taking down gani. But no planning prepares the group for the entire war with Negan and his army. A new female survivor appears as Rick Grimes (Andrew Lincoln) looks at another survivor in AMC's The Walking
Dead | Gene Page/AMC via EW As noted in the synopsis, our favorite band of zombie apocalypse survivors meet new survivors in incredible places as Season 7 continues. AMC may have teased one of these new survivors with an image only obtained by EW. As shown above, the image appears to show the female behind who is talking to Rick. It is not known who this character
is at this point, but it may be a member of Oceanside, the all-female community that Tara encountered in the first half of Season 7. Keep more details as they emerge! The Walking Dead returns on February 12, 2017. Additional reporting by Nathanael Arnold On Twitter, Katherine Webb @prufrox Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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